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Abstract

Nowadays, many software developers choose to host their projects in open soft-
ware repositories. These repositories have become valuable resources of software
engineering research. Many emerging software engineering research efforts are
based on analyzing and mining these repositories, or are evaluated on the software
projects collected from these repositories. However, a major obstacle of effec-
tively leveraging these repositories is that, most of repositories contain only source
code, while a large portion of program analysis techniques target at object code
only. Thus, most software engineering researchers have to either manually build a
small number of software projects to enable object-code analysis on them, or use
only source-code analysis techniques. In this paper, we propose to bridge this gap
by automatic compiling and building software projects in software repositories.
Specifically, we present a fully automatic building tool called AutoBuilder, that
detects build configuration files, downloads dependencies, and resolves conflicts
and incompatibilities. To evaluate our technique, we apply our approach on a ran-
domly collected set of 1,000 software projects with 23 million lines of code from
Github. The experimental results show that our approach is able to successfully
build 58.0% of the projects and compile 59.0% of the code (in lines), compared
with building 32.6% of the projects, and compiling 32.3% of the code (in lines) by
a baseline approach.

1 Introduction
During the past decade, as more software developers tend to have their projects hosted
in open software repositories (e.g., SourceForge, GitHub, Google Code), large open
software repositories become available to software engineering researchers. These soft-
ware repositories provide valuable resource for software engineering research. First,
software repositories provide training data for many data-mining and machine-learning
based software engineering techniques (e.g., mining of API usage patterns and bug
patterns [38], defect prediction [46], software-artifact recommendation [29]). Second,
software repositories provide potential benchmarks for large-scale evaluation of soft-
ware engineering techniques (e.g., bug detection [56], automatic patching [47], sup-
port for software evolution [40]). Third, software repositories provide subject sets for
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large scale empirical studies on various aspects of software engineering (e.g., language-
feature studies [23], API studies [43], code-commit studies [50]).

Since the code base is often the most important part of a software project, a large
portion of research efforts mentioned above apply program analysis on the code base
of software projects in open software repositories. Due to the large number of software
projects in open software repositories, it is important to automate the analysis or reduce
human intervention.

Program analysis techniques typically target at either source code [14, 36] or object
code (e.g., Soot [58], Wala [10], LLVM [35]), and it is typically desirable to have both
types of analysis applied to a project to acquire complete information from it. Object
code analyses are typically more precise and may extract global program behaviors
(e.g. global data-dependency graphs), because all external dependencies (e.g., Jar files)
and types have been resolved by the compiler and builder. By contrast, source code
analyses can be easily applied to multiple versions of software, and have access to
exact code locations (i.e., line numbers and file offset), so they are able to link code to
various information (e.g., version history, bug reports, code authorship and developers,
comments) in a software repository.

However, one major obstacle to applying both source code analysis and object code
analysis to large number of software projects is that, in most cases, only source code
is available in software repositories, so that object code analysis cannot be easily ap-
plied. Automatic software building may help to overcome this obstacle, but it is not
a trivial task. In Section 2.2, we present a preliminary study on 300 randomly se-
lected Java software projects from Github, whose results show that only 33.7% of the
software projects can be built successfully with our baseline technique that considers
multiple types of building configurations (e.g., Ant, Maven). We also found that, the
major reasons for the failures (build errors) include missing dependencies, incorrect
configuration files and parameters, and conflict source classes.

In this paper, we step towards automatic software building by developing a frame-
work (called AutoBuilder1) to automatically build Java software projects. We choose
to start from Java projects because Java is very popular (especially in open software
repositories), and platform independence of Java makes it easier to build Java software
automatically, compared with software of other programming languages.

AutoBuilder first analyzes building configuration files (if any) in the software project
to estimate the building commands & parameters, as well as to collect information
about external dependencies. After that, AutoBuilder continuously performs build tri-
als on the software project, and tries to resolve the build errors after each trial, until
all build errors are resolved or any build error cannot be resolved (so that it gives up).
We developed a number of techniques for AutoBuilder to resolve the major types of
build errors. For conflict source classes, AutoBuilder selects and truncates the dupli-
cate source classes. For missing dependencies, AutoBuilder queries and collects Jar
files from local and online Jar repositories.

We implemented our framework and performed an empirical study on 1,000 ran-
domly selected Java projects from Github [4]. The results of our study show that our

1AutoBuilder is available at our project website: http://xywang.100871.net/autobuilder.
html.
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framework is able to successfully build 58.0% of software projects and compile 59.0%
of code, compared to 32.6% of software projects and 32.3% of code achieved by our
baseline technique.

This paper mainly makes the following contributions.

• We performed an preliminary study to reveal the major challenges in automatic
building of Java projects.

• We proposed and implemented a framework to automatically build Java software
projects, with a number of techniques to resolve major build errors.

• We carried out an empirical study to evaluate the effectiveness of our framework
on 1,000 randomly selected Java projects from Github.

This paper is organized as below. In section 2, we discuss the benefit and challenges
of automatic software building. In Section 3, we describe our approach in detail. In
Section 4, we present an empirical study, and explain the results. In Section 5, we
discuss some important relevant issues. We introduce some related research efforts in
Section 6, and conclude our paper with points to future directions in Section 7.

2 Motivations
In this section, we motivate our work by presenting the benefits and challenges auto-
matic software building.

2.1 Benefits
The major advantage of automatic software building is that, it provides a successful
building process and object code of a software project, so that researchers may auto-
matically apply object code analysis to the code base.

Benefit of Objective Code Analysis. Compared to source code analysis, object
code analysis often provides more precise and complete results. Without the reso-
lution of dependencies, types, and bindings, it is difficult to precisely perform tasks
such as counting API calls or constructing a call graph. For example, for a statement
foo().bar();, if foo() is an unresolved library method, we are not able to know its
return type. So, we have to assume that all methods with a name “bar” can be called,
while actually, only the methods (with name “bar”) in the subtypes of the return type
of foo() can be called. Also, we are not able to know if bar() is an API call or
not, and what API it refers to. Note that, our study (See Table 4) shows that missing
dependencies is very common in the code base of open software repositories.

Furthermore, there have been some popular frameworks for object code analysis
and lots of techniques have been developed with these frameworks. Some exemplar
frameworks are Soot [58], Wala [10], and LLVM [35], etc. Thus, researchers may
reuse existing analysis techniques for their research task.

Some concrete examples of software engineering research that may benefit from
automatic application of object code analysis are as follows. Recommendation sys-
tems [29, 15], application searching techniques [27], and defect prediction techniques [51,
46] may involve more code-related features based on the results of object code analy-
sis, such as global data-dependency [37]. Framework-migration techniques [17, 60, 57]
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and API-related empirical studies [43, 42] may acquire more precise call graphs and
API calls with object code analysis. Techniques mining bug patterns [50, 38] and revi-
sion patterns [48, 47] may reveal more complex and expressive patterns by extracting
global dependency and temporal properties of the buggy code or code revisions with
object code analysis.

Actually, automatic application of object code analysis to software projects may
also help researchers working on object-code-analysis-based techniques to perform
large scale evaluation. Bug detection techniques [56, 45] and software migration tech-
niques [40, 31] may be benefited because they need ground truth from historical bugs
and code revisions for evaluation. Regression techniques [49, 16] may also be benefited
because their evaluation requires a number of continuous built versions of a software
project.

Necessity of Automatic Software Building. The above examples of software en-
gineering research also show that, source code analysis and object code analysis are
both required in many research scenarios. Source code analysis links code with vari-
ous software artifacts to provide more information for mining and empirical study. For
technique evaluations, source code analysis may provide exact location of changes and
bug fixes as ground truth.

However, matched pairs of source code and corresponding object code do not com-
monly exist in open software repositories. Some matched pairs do exist in library
repositories (e.g., Jar repositories), but library repositories typically do not have infor-
mation about the software development process. Furthermore, some research scenarios
related to bugs and code revisions require the application of object code analysis on a
specific software version or commit, object code for such versions are even more diffi-
cult to find. Without matched pairs, it is also hard to map existing object code to source
code, because such mapping requires to identify the exact version of source code that
the object code file is built from.

2.2 Challenges: A Preliminary Study
As mentioned in Section 1, in this paper, we focus on the automatic building of Java
software projects, because their popularity and relative easiness for automatic building.
To understand the challenges of automatic software building, we carried out a prelimi-
nary study on 300 randomly selected Java software projects2 from Github,, and found
that automatic building of Java projects is still challenging.

To perform the study, we designed a baseline technique. In the baseline technique,
we consider two widely used Java-building tools (Maven [7] and Ant [1]), as well as
the basic compilation with Javac. We present a brief introduction to Maven and Ant in
Section 3.1. The baseline technique builds Java projects with three rules as follows.

• If Maven configuration files (i.e., pom.xml), we apply Maven (executing mvn

compile) to the configuration file with the shortest path. A random file will be
selected when multiple files have shortest paths.

• If Ant configuration files (i.e., build.xml) exist, we apply Ant (executing ant)
to the configuration file with the shortest path.

2Downloaded on Apr. 30th 2014, and the project list is available at our project website.
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Table 1: Preliminary Study
Rule Applied (Rate) Successful (Rate)

Maven 80 (26.7%) 38 (47.5%)
Ant 74 (24.7%) 20 (27.0%)

Javac 243 (81%) 44 (18.1%)
Total 300 (100%) 101 (33.7%)

• If Ant / Maven configuration files do not exist, or neither rules succeed, we
collect all Java files and Jar files in the project, and use Javac to compile all
Java files with all Jar files in the class path.

We performed the study on a server with 8-core 3.7Ghz CPU and 64GB memory.
Our software infrastructure includes OpenJDK 7 update 65, Ant 1.9.3, and Maven
3.0.5.

The results of our study are presented in Table 1. In the table, Column 2 presents
the number of projects that a rule can be applied, and the value in the bracket presents
the proportion of applied projects in all 300 projects. Column 3 presents the number of
projects that are successfully built with a rule, and the value in the bracket presents the
proportion of successful projects in all projects that the rule can be applied (e.g., 38/80
in the Maven row).

The table shows that, overall only 101 (33.7%) of the 300 software projects can
be successfully built with the baseline technique. Note that there is one project can
be successfully built by both Maven and Ant. Furthermore, Maven and Ant are both
widely used, but there are still many projects do not use them for building (We found 5
extra projects to use Ant but not using the default configuration file name). Moreover,
the Maven rule has the highest successful rate, perhaps because Maven uses standard
directory structures, and automatically downloads dependencies, but none of the rules
achieve a successful rate higher than 50%. In Section 5.2, we discuss in detail the
disadvantage of having a low successful rate, and the desired level of successful rate.

We manually studied the software projects that are not successfully built, and iden-
tified three major types of build errors as follows. It should be noted that, multiple
types of errors may appear in a same build failure. Also, build errors may be revealed
only after other build errors are fixed. For example, missing-dependency errors may
be revealed after a configuration error is fixed, and conflict-source-class errors may
be revealed after a missing dependency is added. Since we performed only one build
trial in our preliminary study, the numbers presented below are just for the build errors
revealed in the first build trial.

• Missing dependencies. For efficiency in code commits, It is common that de-
velopers have only source code files in the repository. Therefore, a large number
of subject software projects do not have all dependent Jar files. Although Maven
uses remote servers to store and manage dependencies, Maven-based projects
still have missing-dependency errors due to obsolete servers and incompatible
pom files. In our study, this type of errors appear in 38 of 54 Ant failures, 29 of
42 Maven failures, and 146 of 199 Javac failures.

• Incorrect Configuration files or parameters. For both Ant and Maven, it is
common that a project has more than one building configuration files. Although
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the baseline technique selects the file with shortest path (likely to be the main
file), the choice may be incorrect. Also, the developers may have Ant to use a
non-default target to build the software project, while our base technique always
uses the default target. In our study, this type of errors appear in 11 of 54 Ant
failures, and 8 of 42 Maven failures.

• Conflict source classes. When building the project with Javac, our baseline
technique put all Java source files and Jar files into the Java class path. However,
in some projects, not all source code files should be used in one building, and
these source code files are often different version of a same class and may have
a same name. In our study, this type of errors appear in 27 of 199 Javac failures.

To sum up, automatic building of Java projects is not straightforward, and is likely
to fail due to various build errors. To overcome the challenges, we need to develop
techniques to automatically resolve as many build errors as possible.

3 Approach
In this section, we first introduce some background knowledge, and then we introduce
our framework for automatic building of Java software projects, as well as the devel-
oped techniques to resolve major build errors.

3.1 Background
Building Configuration Files. Ant and Maven are two most popular building tools
for Java. Ant is developed as a platform-independent version of Make. Unlike Make,
Ant supports all its tasks (e.g., copying files, making directories, compilation) with
Java executables on JVM instead of platform-dependent shell commands. Ant uses
as its input an XML-based configuration file, whose default name is build.xml. In
the configuration file, developers may define a number of targets, each of which may
invoke a number of tasks, as well as other targets. Some common targets include ini-
tialization of the building environment, compilation, testing, cleaning, etc. Developers
define names for the targets by themselves and running ant <target name> causes
Ant to execute the target. Maven is a building tool developed based on Ant. One ma-
jor feature of Maven is that, it uses standardized targets (e.g., compile, test, package)
and directory structures for projects. The default name of a Maven configuration file
is pom.xml. While these may reduce some flexibility 3, they make the project more
standard and help people to understand the project. Another major feature of Maven
is that, a project has all its dependencies stored on a remote server, and thus make it
easier for other people to share same dependencies when building Maven project on
another machine.

For Java, there are also other configuration files supported by IDEs (e.g., .project
file for Eclipse). Such files typically contain not only information for the building pro-
cess, but also other information for the IDE usage. The major information for building

3Actually, Maven also supports invocation of Ant configurations in pom files, but it is not considered as
typical Maven style.
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Figure 1: Overview of the AutoBuilder Framework

in such configuration files is the paths to the jar files / libraries that should be added to
the Java class path.

Online Repositories. There have been some popular online Jar repositories such
as the Maven Central Repository [8], and FindJar [3]. These repositories host a large
amount of Jar files, and support query of Jar files by class name. In our work, Au-
toBuilder chooses to use the Maven Central Repository to download missing depen-
dencies, because it contains a large number of Jar files, and provides structured query
results.

3.2 Framework Overview
To automatically build Java software projects, we developed a framework called Auto-
Builder. The work flow of our framework is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

In the beginning, AutoBuilder detects and analyzes building configuration files in
the software project to determine which building tool to use, and collects useful infor-
mation from configuration files (e.g., names and versions of dependencies). If there are
Maven / Ant configuration files, AutoBuilder tries Maven / Ant and check whether the
building is successful. If there are no Maven / Ant configuration files or the build fails,
AutoBuilder continues to build the project with Javac for multiple iterations. In each of
the following iterations, the framework first performs a building trial, and then parses
the build results to collect build errors. If no build errors found, AutoBuilder exits with
a built project. If build errors exist, AutoBuilder invokes the build error resolver to
resolve various types of build errors. If a build error cannot be resolved by any com-
ponents of the build error resolver, AutoBuilder exits and reports the remaining build
errors.

As mentioned in our preliminary study, we discovered three major types of build
errors: incorrect configuration files or parameters, missing dependencies, and conflict
source classes. AutoBuilder tries to solve the errors related to configuration files in
the configuration analyzer. After that, if AutoBuilder still gets build errors with Ant or
Maven, it switches to Javac. The reason is that, the Ant or Maven configuration files
may be incomplete or obsolete, or refer to some non-existing paths, and it is very hard
to resolve such errors. When AutoBuilder switched to Javac, we have two resolving
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components to resolve the other two major build errors: missing dependency, and con-
flict source classes. Furthermore, newly added dependencies may not be compatible
with the project, and bring in incompatibilities, so we have an extra component in the
build error resolver to resolve incompatibilities.

In the following subsections, we introduce the analysis of configuration files, the
parsing of build errors, and the three components of the build error resolver, respec-
tively.

3.3 Analyzing Configuration Files
Building configuration files typically provide guidelines for the building tool to identify
the source code to be compiled, and the dependency to be added to the class path. In
our preliminary study, we found that, it is not always the case that a Java software
project has a single building configuration file with the default name.

If a software project does not use the default build configuration file, any files in
the project can be the configuration files. In AutoBuilder, we consider only XML files,
because we find that it is very rare that a file without a “.xml” extension is used as a
configuration file. If there are multiple valid building configuration files, we need to
further determine which file is the main file for the whole project. This determination
process can be challenging due to the dependencies among build configuration files.
For Ant, developers may not set the compilation target as the default target in an Ant
building configuration file, so we need to further identify the target corresponding to the
building process. Finally, if AutoBuilder fails to build the project with Ant or Maven,
it is helpful to extract useful information from build configuration files to guide the
following resolution of build errors.

Detecting Building Configuration Files. To identify build configuration files,
given an xml file, we need to validate its content to determine whether it is a valid build
configuration file. AutoBuilder uses a straightforward approach as follows. First of all,
by checking the beginning of the file (i.e., checking for “<project”), AutoBuilder does
a quick pre-filtering to rule out irrelevant files. Then, AutoBuilder tries to use Maven
or Ant to load the file (note that building is not performed). If there are no loading
errors, the file is considered a valid building configuration file.

Selecting the Main Configure File. To identify the main configuration file from
multiple valid candidates, AutoBuilder tries to identify the dependencies between the
building configuration files. For pom files, AutoBuilder identifies dependencies by
checking the <module> field, to find declared child pom files. Ant configuration files
may either import another file (so that the imported file will be inserted into the im-
porting file), or start an Ant task to execute Ant on another building configuration file.
We identify the <import> tasks and the <ant> tasks in an Ant configuration file to
identify both types of dependencies. After the dependencies are detected, we choose
the configuration file that is not depended by any other configuration files, because
such a file is more likely to be a main configuration file. If multiple such files exist, we
choose the file that depends on most other configuration files, so that it involves most
sub-modules in its building.

Determining the Main Build Target for Ant. Since the goal of our work is to
compile as much source code as possible, we define a build target as a target that
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compiles Java code. To identify build targets, AutoBuilder checks the Ant tasks in each
target, and identify the targets that involve CodeIn¡javac¿ tasks. Note that, if there are
<import> tasks or <ant> tasks defined in a target, AutoBuilder recursively fetches the
building configuration files that depend on the target, and checks for <javac> tasks.
If there are multiple build targets, we first rule out the targets that contain <java> or
<junit> tasks, because they are highly likely to be testing targets. Then, we identify
the dependency between build targets (i.e., by checking the depends field of target
definition). Finally, we choose the build target that is not depended by any other build
targets, and depends on most targets, but not any testing targets.

Collecting Dependency Information. Building configuration files may contain in-
formation about what Java files and Jar files to be included in a build, which is helpful
for the resolution of build errors. For pom files, it is easy to extract such information
by checking the <dependency> fields. For Ant building configuration files, it is more
difficult because Ant allows variable definitions and path concatenations, and the se-
quences of task executions matter. So, we leverage a simple grep-based method to grep
all names of Jar files in building configuration files, and uses this list of Jar file names
in future resolution of build errors.

3.4 Parsing Building Errors
In iterations of our framework, a core step is to collect and parse building errors from
the output of a previous building trial. Since we are not able to handle all types of build
errors, we just collect and parse the build errors of the types that we can handle. Since
Java compiler uses a standard way to output errors, it is straightforward to identify
certain types of build errors, and extract useful information (e.g, the class name for
conflict source class errors and missing dependency errors).

3.5 Resolving Conflict Source Classes
In a Java software project, it is not always the case that all source code files should be
compiled at one time. Developers may write different versions of a same class, and
compile only one of them during the building process. The information of the class
/ classes to be included is often recorded in building configuration files. However, as
shown in our preliminary study, building configuration files are often not complete,
or not existing in software repositories. For projects with building configuration files,
Maven-based projects seldom have this build error due to the standard directory struc-
ture, while it is hard to extract information about Java files to be included from Ant
building configurations as mentioned in Section 3.3. Therefore, in such cases, we need
to remove a small number of Java files in a reasonable way.

It should be noted that, in this subsection, we only consider conflicts between
classes in the source code. These conflicts are different from the conflicts between
library classes, because the latter type of conflicts can be resolved by replacing Jar
files, while the former type of conflicts can only be resolved by removing source code
files.

A difficulty on resolving conflict source classes is that, dependencies may exist
between multiple conflict classes. For example, if class A1 conflicts with class A2, and
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class B1 conflicts with class B2, it is likely that A1 is compatible only with B1, and
A2 is compatible only with B2. Therefore, we cannot just randomly remove one of the
conflict classes.

To solve this problem, we studied some software projects and made the following
observation: classes that are compatible with each other are typically in a same sub-
folder. This is quite reasonable, because when developers want to develop a separate
version of a module, they often copy the current module and paste it elsewhere. Thus,
all the classes changed for that separate version (so that they are compatible with each
other but may not be compatible with other classes) will be in the same folder. Based
on the above observation, we develop an algorithm to resolve conflict source classes
while retaining as many source classes as possible. The basic idea of our algorithm is to
truncate whole sub-folders with smallest number of source classes. Before we explain
the algorithm, we define several concepts as follows. First, we define a Conflict Class
Group (CCG) of a full class name name.

• CCG(name) = { x — x is a Java file, and the full class name of x is name }

We further denote the path to file x as Path(x), and the longest path that is a prefix
of both Path(x) and Path(y) as Path(x, y). Then, we can define Joins of a CCG g as
below. Note that Joins(g) actually describes common paths of any subsets of a CCG
g.

• Joins(g) = {Path(x, y) — x ∈ g and y ∈ g}

With the concept of Joins, we further define Join Nodes and Join Sets. Specifically,
for a CCG g, JoinNode(g) is the longest path in Joins(g), and JoinSet(g) is defined
as below.

• JoinSet(g) = { x — x ∈ g, and JoinNode(g) is a prefix of Path(x)}

With the definitions above, we describe our algorithm as 4 steps as presented below.

1. From the build errors, we identify the set of all CCGs, denoted as gs.

2. For each CCG g in gs, we compute the JoinNode(g) and JoinSet(g).

3. From the Join Nodes of all CCGs, we choose the Join Node JX which is longest,
and remove the sub-folders of the JX from the source files list for compilation so
that only one source class in the conflict source classes remains. When choosing
the sub-folders to remove, we always remove the sub-folder with less source
code files. Note that, we truncate from the Join Node with longest path to get
most classes retained.

4. After each removal, we update the class conflict groups, and go back to step 2.

In Figure 3.5, we illustrated our algorithm with the example in Figure 3.5. In step
1, we collect groups as A {A1, A2}, and B {B1, B2, B3}. In step 2, we compute
the Join Node of group A as J1 with conflict subset {A1, A2}, and the Join Node of
group B as J3 with conflict subset {B2, B3}. In step 3, we choose Join Node J3, and
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remove J6 and B3. In step 4, the conflict group B becomes {B1, B2}. Back to step 2,
J1 became the only Joint Points, and the conflict subsets are {A1, A2}, and {B1, B2}.
After that, in step 3, we remove J3 (with A2, B2, and E) because it has fewer source
files now. Note that, we truncate subfolders as a whole (i.e., also removing E) because
these classes are likely to be incompatible with the selected classes.

3.6 Resolving Missing Dependencies
If a Java project does not contain all Jar files it depends on, the Java compiler is not
able to resolve the names of some imported classes / packages, and will report errors.

Collecting Jar Files. To resolve the missing dependencies, AutoBuilder collects
and adds the required Jar files to cover all the missing classes in the source code of a
software project. AutoBuilder uses two repositories to collect required Jar files. The
first repository is a local Jar repository initialized with all Jar files from Java SDK [5],
Apache [2] and Java2S [6]. The second repository is the online Maven repository [8].
To accelerate the building, given a full class name (or a package name if star is used in
the import statement) that cannot be resolved, AutoBuilder searches the local repository
first, and continues to search the online Maven repository if no Jar files are found.
AutoBuilder maintains a map file for the local repository to map full class names to Jar
files, and adds to the local repository all newly downloaded Jar files for future usage.

Resolving conflicts. It is possible that the collected Jar files conflict (i.e., contain-
ing classes of a same full name) with each other, or with Jar files already in the class
path. Therefore, AutoBuilder needs to select a subset of the collected Jar files to add to
the class path.

For local Jar files, we know all the classes contained in each Jar file. Therefore, the
selection is a standard exact set cover problem [32] , and we solve it by the Algorithm
X [32] by Knuth. Although exact set cover problem is NP-hard, the Algorithm X (worst
complexity exponential) performs well in our scenario. The reason is that, when a
conflict happens, it typically only involves a small number of Jar files and classes,
while most other Jar files (subsets) are disjoint.

For Jar files in the online repository, we do not know the classes contained in each
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Jar file, and downloading all Jar files is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, we solve the
problem in a lazy way. In particular, for a given unresolved class name C1, AutoBuilder
queries for a list of Jar files (denoted as L1), and downloads the Jar file (denoted as J)
based on the ranking strategy described below without considering conflicts. When
AutoBuilder detects conflicts related to J in the next build round, it randomly select
one conflict class C2, and query for a list of Jar files (denoted as L2). Then, we use our
ranking strategy to select Jar files from L1/L2 to replace J . If L1/L2 is empty or there
are still conflicts after twice replacements, AutoBuilder gives up and labels the project
as failed.

Ranking Jar Files. The exact set cover problem may have multiple solutions (e.g.,
{1, 2, 3} can be covered by {1, 2} and {3}, or {1} and {2, 3}). Also, there may
be multiple Jar files containing the same set of classes or containing more irrelevant
classes (not required and not conflicting). For the online query, we may get a long list
of Jar files containing the query class name. All these facts make it necessary for us
to develop a strategy to rank Jar files to decide the Jar file to be added. For multiple
solutions of exact set coverage, we select the solution with highest summary ranking
of all Jar files.

There are often multiple versions of Jar files, and it is common that a Jar file is
packaged inside another jar file. So it is not wise to use a random strategy, because the
downloaded Jar file may bring in more conflicts (only for downloaded Jar files), and
may not be compatible with the software project being built (i.e., including methods
with different signatures). On the other hand, checking for all classes for their contents
and compatibility is not easy for local Jar files, and not possible for online repositories.
Therefore, we develop a heuristic approach to rank Jar files with the following three
steps.

• If the name of a Jar file contains or contained by any Jar file names in our Jar
file list extracted from building configuration files, the Jar file will be chosen.
Note that, when matching strings, we omit all non-alphabetical characters and
non-numeric characters to avoid mismatches due to format difference.If multiple
such Jar files exist, we choose the Jar file sharing the longest common substring
with names in our Jar file list.

• If the name of a Jar file contains or is contained by the full class name we query,
we label the Jar file as of High Priority.

• We rank all Jar files with High Priority labels higher than other Jar files. For the
Jar files with the same priority, we rank them according to their time stamp (the
time when they are uploaded to the repository), and put the Jar file with a later
time stamp higher.

In the three steps, the first step helps to select Jar files that are included in the build-
ing configuration files. The second rule helps to select the Jar files containing only rel-
evant packages, and thus reduce potential class conflicts. For example, when searching
for org.apache.commons.io.FileUtils, a Jar file named “commons-io.jar” will
be labeled as High Priority, while a Jar file named “net.jangroo.jar” will not. It is ob-
vious that, the latter Jar file may just contain the package org.apache.commons.io,
and may contain irrelevant classes. It is also not easy to know the version of the pack-
aged org.apache.commons.io. The third step helps to download a more recent
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version of the Jar file. Since many third-party libraries are backward compatible. We
concede that backward compatibility is not always the case [17], but it is definitely
more likely that a later version is compatible with an earlier version than the opposite.

3.7 Resolving Incompatibilities
Since we collect and select Jar files only based on class names, it is possible that the
selected Jar files are incompatible (including methods with different signatures) with
the project, although we use the ranking strategy to reduce the possibility of the incom-
patibility. For compatibility errors with Jar files from the local repository, we simply
replace the Jar file with the next Jar file in the ranking for the next build round, and
give up if all Jar files are tried. If the error is related to a Jar file from the online reposi-
tory, we give up and label the project as fail, because it is expensive to replace Jar files
from online repositories. We plan to address this problem with Google and Javadocs in
future as mentioned in Section 4.2.3.

4 Empirical Study
In this section, we present our empirical study of AutoBuilder, and discuss the results
of the study.

4.1 Study Setup
In our empirical study, we try to answer the following four questions.

• RQ1: Does AutoBuilder build / compile more Java projects / code than the
baseline technique?

• RQ2: Are our various techniques helpful in automatically building Java projects?

• RQ3: For the Java projects that AutoBuilder fails to build, what are the major
reasons?

• RQ4: Is the performance of AutoBuilder acceptable?

To answer the above research questions, we applied AutoBuilder on 1,000 software
projects4 collected from Github. We performed the experiments with the same machine
and software infrastructure as our preliminary study (See Section 2.2). We chose soft-
ware projects from Github because it is one of the most active open software repository
and it provides standard interface to download and manipulate software projects. Since
historical versions of software projects are often used in software engineering research,
we want to study the effectiveness of AutoBuilder on both up-to-date software projects,
and historical software projects. Therefore, we built two subject sets: the up-to-date
set, and the historical set. Both sets contain 500 subjects.

In particular, when collecting subjects, we first searched Java projects in Github
with 26 keywords from ‘a’ to ‘z’, and merged all the software projects as candidate

4The list and detailed information of the projects are available at our project website.
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Table 2: Sizes of Subjects Used in Study
Set Info Type Avg. Max. Min Tot.

UTD # Java Files 86 5,135 2 43,149
LOC 15K 691K 203 7,412K

HIS # Java Files 191 5,601 2 95,907
LOC 31K 1,139K 214 15,679K

subjects. Then, we randomly selected 500 projects as subjects in the up-to-date set,
and we use their most updated versions (i.e., before Aug. 13th 2014). After that, we
randomly selected 500 projects as subjects in the historical set from the projects that
exist since Jan. 1st 2011, and we used the version of these projects on Jan. 1st 2011. To
rule out trivial projects, we use only projects with at least 200 lines of code. It should
be noted that we did not use any software project that is used in our preliminary study
in Section 2.

The sizes of the software projects in the two subject sets are presented in Table 2.
For brevity, we abbreviate the “historical set” as “HIS”, and the “up-to-date set” as
“UTD” in the following tables. We measure the sizes of the subjects by the number of
Java files (Rows 2 and 4), and lines of code (Rows 3 and 5). Column 3-6 present the
average, maximum, minimum, and total of both size information, respectively. Due to
the large number of subjects, we present only the statistical information of the software
projects. From Table 2, we can see that the chosen subjects vary largely in their sizes,
and the total lines of code of our two sets are more than 23 million. We notice that
the size of subjects in the up-to-date set is smaller than those in the historical set. The
reason may be that, software projects having a history of at least 3 years are more likely
to be long-term projects and thus are larger.

4.2 Study Results
We present the results of our study in the following four subsections to answer the
four research questions. Specifically, we present the overall evaluation results in Sec-
tion 4.2.1, the effectiveness of various techniques in Section 4.2.2, the analysis of build-
ing failures in Section 4.2.3, and the performance analysis in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.1 Overall Evaluation

The results of our evaluation is presented in Table 3. In Rows 2-7 of the table, we
compare AutoBuilder and the baseline technique (depicted in Section 2) on the num-
ber of successfully built projects, the number of compiled Java Files, and the lines of
compiled code. Note that, files and code are considered compiled only when the corre-
sponding software project is successfully built. The numbers in the brackets present the
value’s proportion in its corresponding total. For example, the number in the bracket
at Row 3, Column 3 presents the proportion of compiled Java files by AutoBuilder (in
the up-to-date set) in all Java files (in the up-to-date set); the number in the bracket at
Row 7, Column 4 presents the proportion of compiled lines of code by the baseline
technique (in the historical set) in all lines of code (in the historical set).

From the Table 3, we have the following three observations. First, AutoBuilder
is able to build more than 54% of the software projects in both the up-to-date set and
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Table 3: Overall Evaluation Results
Set Info Type AutoBuilder Baseline

UTD
# Projects 308 (61.6%) 167 (33.4%)
# Java Files 26,591 (61.6%) 12,713 (29.5%)
LOC 4,631K (62.5%) 2,302K (31.1%)

HIS
# Built Projects 272 (54.4%) 159 (31.8%)
# Java Files 53,301(55.6%) 27,466 (28.6%)
LOC 9,000K (57.4%) 5,157K (32.9%)

Table 4: Evaluation Various Techniques
Set Info Type AutoBuilder No Config. Analy. No Conflict Resolv. No Miss. Depend. Resolv. No Incompat. Resolv.

UTD
# Projects 308 (61.6% ) 281 (56.2%) 281 (56.2%) 182 (36.4%) 283 (56.6%)
# Java Files 26,591 (61.6%) 23,715(55.0%) 21,035 (48.8%) 14,227 (33.1%) 24,221 (56.1%)
LOC 4,631K (62.5%) 4,108K (55.4%) 3,716K (50.1%) 2,523K (34.0%) 4,023K (54.3%)

HIS
# Projects 272 (54.4%) 246 (49.2%) 243 (48.6%) 180 (36.0%) 250 (50.0%)
# Java Files 53,301(55.6%) 46,144 (48.1%) 41,365 (43.1%) 30,254 (31.6%) 47,241 (49.3%)
LOC 9,000K (57.4%) 7,510K (47.9%) 7,047K (45.0%) 5,453K (34.8%) 8,129K (51.9%)

the historical set. Second, AutoBuilder achieves a large improvement over the base-
line technique, by almost doubling the projects built, and files / lines compiled. Third,
the numbers of successfully built projects, compiled files and code of AutoBuilder are
lower in the historical set, which is reasonable, because the environment change is
larger for the projects in the historical set, and it is harder to find suitable dependencies
for those projects. It should be noted that, some projects may be not compilable at
all because developers committed a version with compilation errors. However, with
the support of current IDEs, we believe that such cases should be rare, and we discov-
ered few potential syntactic errors in our building process. Also, the existence of such
projects does not affect the comparison in our evaluation.

4.2.2 Effectiveness of Various Techniques

In this subsection, we study the effectiveness of the major techniques in AutoBuilder.
Specifically, we evaluate our four techniques: analyzing configuration files, resolving
conflicting source classes, resolving missing dependencies, and resolving incompat-
ibilities, and present the results in Table 4. In the table, Columns 3-7 present the re-
sults of AutoBuilder, AutoBuilder without the configuration analyzer (but with baseline
Maven / Ant Build), without the conflicting-source-class resolver, without the missing-
dependency resolver, and without the incompatibilities resolver, respectively.

From the table, we have the following three major observations. First of all, the
configuration analyzer and the conflict-sources-class resolver have a moderate impact
on the number of built projects, but their impact on the compiled files and lines of code
is relatively larger. A possible reason is that, the projects using configuration files or
having conflict source classes are typically larger than other projects, so successfully
building these projects results in compiling more files and code. Second, the missing-
dependency resolver has the largest impact on our results, which shows that missing
dependency may be the most common reasons of building failures. Third, the incom-
patibility resolver has a small impact on the results of AutoBuilder, the reason may
be that, we replaces Jar files only in our local repository, and it is not very effective.
Actually, we found that incompatibilities are the most common causes of the failure of
AutoBuilder (See Section 4.2.3).
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Table 5: Evaluation Ranking and Truncating Strategies
Set Info Type AutoBuilder Random Trunc. Random Rank

UTD
# Projects 308 (61.6%) 290 (58%) 277 (55.4%)
# Java Files 26,591 (61.6%) 23,102 (53.5%) 22,988 (53.3%)
KLOC 4,631K (62.5%) 4,034K (54.4%) 4,121K (55.6%)

HIS
# Projects 272 (54.4%) 249 (49.8%) 242 (48.4%)
# Java Files 53,301(55.6%) 46, 457 (48.4%) 46,388 (48.4%)
KLOC 9,000K (57.4%) 7,762K (49.5%) 7,933K (50.6%)

We further studied the effectiveness of our truncating strategy in resolving conflict
source classes, and our Jar-file ranking strategy in resolving missing dependencies.
We compare the results of AutoBuilder with a version of AutoBuilder that uses ran-
dom truncating (Column 4) and ranking (Column 5) in Table 5. The results show that
both strategies make moderate improvements to AutoBuilder. Note that, although our
truncating strategy does not have very large impact on the results, it may improve the
correctness of our built projects, because combining conflicting classes from different
folders is likely to be inconsistent with developers’ expectation.

4.2.3 Reasons for Building Failures

From the results in Section 4.2.1, we can see that, with AutoBuilder, we can success-
fully build a large portion of Java software projects. At the same time, there are still
about 40% of the projects that AutoBuilder fails on. To understand the reasons why
AutoBuilder fails, we studied building failures of these projects, and describe the 3 top
reasons for AutoBuilder failures (note that multiple building errors may appear in one
project).

First, incompatibility errors (missing methods or incorrect signature of methods)
is the most common reason of AutoBuilder failures (appearing in 309 of 420 failed
projects). A possible reason is that, AutoBulder gives up when the compatibility
cannot be resolved inside the local repository. Potential solutions of these errors in-
clude the enlargement of the local repository, and more precise search for Jar files
with method names / signatures (maybe possible through Google APIs and analysis of
online Javadoc).

Second, although AutoBuilder successfully resolved missing dependencies in lots
of projects (See Table 4), a large number of projects (appearing in 278 of 420 failed
projects in both sets) still have missing dependency. We manually inspected the build
logs and found that AutoBuilder had resolved the majority of third-party dependencies
in software project. However, there are still two types of dependencies cannot be re-
solved. First of all, some software projects depend on classes from relevant projects
written by the same group of developers, so it is impossible to find such classes in the
maven repository. Actually, for Github, since it is possible to locate all public projects
developed by a group of developers, we should be able to enhance AutoBuilder to
solve such building failures by downloading relevant projects from Github and build
them together. Second, some software projects depends on generated code (e.g., R
files of Android projects, parser files from Antlr). It is not easy to develop a general
approach to automate various types of code generation. We believe that a better analy-
sis of configuration files may help to locate the relevant commands.
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Table 6: Total execution time of AutoBuilder (in minutes)
Set Config. Build Resolv. Conf. Local Online Incomp. Total

UTD < 1 143 < 1 2 207 < 1 354
HIS 3 622 2 7 783 5 1425

Third, we found that, developers sometimes put templates in Java source code and
replace these templates during the building process (appearing in 37 of 420 failed
projects). For example, they may use ${package} in the import statements to have
the package replaced for different settings. Since these templates were not properly
replaced, AutoBuilder failed on these projects. Such projects often contain code with
multiple languages and use their own building script. A possible solution of these cases
is to build a more powerful analysis of various configuration files.

4.2.4 Performance

Finally, we try to answer the fourth research question by recording the execution time of
AutoBuilder on the two subject sets. We present the results in Table 6. Rows 2-8 in the
table present the execution time of the configuration analyzer, the building components
(including Maven, Ant and Javac), the conflict-source-class resolver, the local-Jar-file
resolver, the online-Jar-File resolver, the incompatibility resolver, and AutoBuilder as
a whole, respectively. Note that, 1) a component may be executed many times during
the building of a project, and the time presented is the time spent on the component
in all its executions in the building of all projects in a subject set; 2) we just list the
major components (e.g., the component for environment set up is not included) of
AutoBuilder for brevity, so the values in Column 2-7 may not add up to get the value in
Column 8, which is the total execution time of AutoBuilder; and 3) the time presented
below comes from the first execution of AutoBuilder on the two sets. With Jar files
added to the local repository, a second execution of AutoBuilder on a same project set
will be faster.

From Table 6, we have two observations. First of all, the most time consuming
component is the online-Jar-file resolver. The main reason is that, AutoBuilder enforces
10-20 seconds random wait after each online-Jar-file query, so we believe that the time
consumed on this component will be reduced as more Jar files downloaded to the local
repository. Second, AutoBuilder is able to process 500-2000 projects in about one
day, and that is about 15K-60K projects per month on one machine. The processing
speed is acceptable for analyzing the up-to-date versions of software projects in large
repositories. To build all historical versions of a project, it may be possible to perform
some incremental automatic building as the change between versions are often not
significant.

4.3 Threats to Validity
The major threat to the construction validity of our study is that, it is not guaranteed
that the built software project is consistent with developers’ expectation. We discuss
this issue in Section 5.1. To further reduce the threat, we plan to carry out studies on
the correctness of projects built by AutoBuilder by executing the test code or by com-
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paring automatically built projects with manually built projects. The major threats to
the internal validity of our study are the potential errors in AutoBuilder, and the statis-
tics on the results. To reduce the threat, we tried our best to write the code carefully to
avoid any bugs in the programs. The major threat to the external validity of our study
is that our observations may be specific to the subject software projects, and cannot be
generalized other software projects. To reduce this threat, we use a large number of
subject software projects, and choose the subjects randomly. Also, it is possible that
our findings are specific to the Github repository. To further reduce this threat, we plan
to apply AutoBuilder on software projects collected from other software repositories.

5 Discussion
5.1 Correctness of Automatically Built Software Projects
From Section 4, we can see that AutoBuilder is able to successfully build a large portion
of Java software projects from open software repositories. One remaining question is
whether the built object code behaves the same as the original intention of developers.
We concede that a successful build often indicates but does not guarantee correctness.

For the software projects that are built with Maven and Ant (with the help of Auto-
Builder), the building process is likely to be correct, because the original configuration
is used, and AutoBuilder just helps to detect the proper configuration files and targets
(for Ant). AutoBuilder also resolves conflict classes by retaining only one class and re-
moving the others. Actually, in any case, only one of the conflict classes can be added
to the class path, so typically developers will add conflict classes one at a time for dif-
ferent configuration options. AutoBuilder only considers the option with most source
files, and guarantee that the added classes are compatible with each other. It is possible
that classes compatible with each other, but actually for different configuration options
are added together. To reduce such possibilities, our algorithm (in Section 3.5) always
chooses to add classes that are closer with each other on their locations. When certain
dependencies are missing for a software project, AutoBuilder automatically fetches Jar
files from the local repository or the Maven Central Repository. AutoBuilder is able
to guarantee that the Jar files are compatible with the software project (otherwise the
build fails), but the Jar files may not be of the same version as the ones developers
originally added to their project. We believe that, it is possible but unlikely that an in-
correct but compatible Jar file affects the correctness of the built software. The reason
is that, libraries typically try to maintain their behavior stable when the interface itself
is unchanged. Otherwise, a simple update of libraries will result in latent defects in
their client software projects.

To study the correctness of the projects built by AutoBuilder, We carried out a
preliminary study on the built projects. Specifically, we randomly chose 30 subject
projects5 (15 from the up-to-date set, and 15 from the historical set) that have test
code, and are successfully built by AutoBuilder, but not by the baseline script. We then
manually build the 30 projects with the information available in the project (without
looking into the results of AutoBuilder), and compared our result with the result of

5List of subjects and study details are available at our project website.
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AutoBuilder. The comparison shows that, for 12 of 15 projects in the up-to-date set,
and 7 of 15 projects in the historical set, the resulted classes of AutoBuilder are exactly
the same with those generated in manual building. For 3 projects in up-to-date set, and
6 projects in historical set, the results of AutoBuilder and manual building are different
(in the version of at least one dependencies), but both results pass unit test suite after
managing the same environment settings. For the rest 2 project, the AutoBuilder results
fails the unit testing, while manual building results pass the unit testing (Note that, for
one of the 2 projects, there is not enough information on the version of dependency to
be involved, so we manually changed 4 times and finally found the compatible library).

This study is preliminary because the quality of unit test code varies, and manually
built project may also be incorrect due to mistakes, and lack of information. When
there is no information on which dependency jar files should be added, we can simply
download and add a jar file that is compatible with the project, and we believe this is a
widely adopted practice. We plan to further study the correctness of the projects built
with AutoBuilder, by larger scale studies and detailed analysis (e.g., we can analyze
whether version differences of dependency jar files ever affect the API methods used
in the project under building). Also, we plan to leverage more information in the build
configuration file and the readme files to enhance the correctness of projects built with
AutoBuilder.

5.2 A Desirable Success Rate
On the up-to-date set, and the historical set, AutoBuilder achieves a success rate of
61%, and 54% on building projects, respectively. It should be noted that, not only the
number of successfully built projects, but also the success rate, is important to make
the subject sets representative enough for mining and evaluation tasks. For example,
with 30% success rate, and a repository with 50,000 Java projects, we can still get
15,000 successfully built projects. However, mining techniques, empirical studies or
evaluations based on these projects may be biased to this small portion of projects
that can be built successfully. We believe that, a higher success rate that helps to in-
volve the majority of software projects into any potential research task is desirable.
Furthermore, many mining techniques, empirical studies, and evaluation tasks require
subjects satisfying certain conditions and this causes the number of candidate subjects
to drop sharply. According to our previous study on 5,000 randomly selected projects
in Github, Apache HTTP (as one of the most popular third-party libraries for Java) is
used in about 8% of projects in Github, and Hadoop (as the most popular library for
big data processing) is used in less than 2% of projects in Github. Therefore, a higher
successful rate of building is often required to achieve a sufficient number of subjects
for mining API specifications and usage patterns. Also, to evaluate bug detection and
fixing techniques, researchers often need to apply their technique on several hundred
versions of various projects that are known to have a certain type of bugs (e.g., perfor-
mance bugs [30] or concurrency bugs [39]). In such cases, the desirable successful rate
of building is 100% to fully take advantage of the known buggy versions.
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5.3 Building Software Projects of Other Programming Languages
In Section 1, we mentioned that, we focus on Java partly because Java projects are
easier to build, so that may serve as a good start point. C# is very similar to Java
on its language structures and building configurations. The major difference is that
most C# projects depend on the Windows System. So it may not be very difficult to
automatically build C# projects on a machine with Windows System. PHP and Python
are popular interpretation-based languages. Although PHP / Python programs do not
require compilation, in-depth analysis of such programs also need to involve relevant
dependencies. Since there are centralized dependency repositories for both PHP and
Python, our approach on retrieving missing dependencies may also be helpful. C/C++
projects are the most difficult to build automatically, because they are very platform-
specific, and there are different standards for the languages themselves. We conjecture
that, multiple platforms may be required for automatic building of C/C++ projects, and
it is possible to assign projects to different platforms by detecting some code features.
Also, a more in-depth analysis of building configuration files (e.g., make files) is also
required.

6 Related Works
We notice a previous research effort that is closely related. Lämmel et al. [34] per-
formed semi-automatic software building on Ant-based Java projects (i.e., the QUAAT-
LAS corpus [19]), and studied the API-method usage status and patterns on these
projects. The thesis version [54] of the work details the software building process,
which includes automatic scripts to locate Ant configuration files and to run the Ant
command. However, extensive manual effort is involved to resolve building errors
(e.g., downloading missing library jar files, making exclusions for conflicting classes).
Compared to this effort, our work handles building errors automatically, and is not re-
stricted to a specific building system (although only Maven and Ant configuration files
are analyzed, we try apply Javac on all projects failed to be built with Maven or Ant).

Besides the efforts above, our work is also related to some recent research efforts on
large scale analysis of software repositories, and detection and fix of build errors. Our
work is also related to a large variety of research efforts on program analysis, mining,
and empirical studies that may benefit from our framework. We give some examples in
Section 2, so we do not introduce them here.

Analysis of Software Repositories. There have been a number of research efforts
on large scale analysis of software projects from open software repositories. Zeller [61]
carried out an large-scale model extraction on 6,000 software projects from open soft-
ware repositories, and studied the extracted models. Gabel and Su [24] carried out
a large scale code-clone detection on 6,000 software projects from Linux Fedora and
Sourceforge to study the uniqueness of code portions in different software projects.
Kochhar et al. [33] studied the test code of 20,000 software projects from GitHub to
understand the relationship between the size of test code and several factors such as
number of developers and bug reporting. Davies et al. [18] studied the origins of soft-
ware components by applying code clone detection on 130,000 Jar files from Maven
Central Repository [8]. Researchers have also started to build infrastructure for large
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scale mining and analysis of software repositories. Shang et al. [53] reported the ex-
perience of using MapReduce to perform large-scale software mining. More recently,
Dyer et al. [21] proposed Boa, an infrastructure to perform large scale analysis and min-
ing of software repositories based on parallel computing and map-reduce. Later, they
also reported a number of research efforts [22] [23] on mining techniques and empirical
studies based on Boa. We can see that, most these existing works on analyzing software
repositories mainly focus on the text / meta-data (e.g., bug reports, revision comments,
developers), or source code analysis (e.g., AST-based analysis, code clones). Our work
may further enhance these research efforts by allowing object code analysis techniques
to be applied to a large number of software projects. We have discussed the difference
between source code analysis and objective analysis in Section 2, so we do not discuss
source code analysis here.

Recently, researchers also have been aware of the importance of diversity [44] and
reproducibility [26] of empirical studies and evaluations based on open software repos-
itories. We believe that our work may provide some benefits to the diversity and repro-
ducibility of such tasks in future.

Build Errors Detection and Fixing. Our framework also relates to the analy-
sis and fixing of building configuration files. Gunter [28] proposed a Petri-net based
model to describe the dependencies among building elements (i.e. source files, object
code files), as well as an automatic technique to extract such models from Make files.
Adams et al. [11] proposed a framework to extract a dependency graph of building ele-
ments, and provide automatic tools to keep consistency when developers want to revise
the building configuration files. Wolf et al. proposed an approach [59] to predict build
errors from the social relationship among developers. McIntosh et al. [41] carried out
an empirical study on the efforts developers spend on the building configurations of
projects. Tamrawi et al. [55] proposed a symbolic-execution-based technique to ana-
lyze Make files and detect bad smells / common errors. Downs et al. [20] proposed
an approach to remind developers in a development team about the building status of
the project. Al-Kofahi et al. proposed an approach [12] to detect semantic changes
in Make files, and later proposed an a fault localization approach [13] for Make files,
which provides the suspiciousness scores of each statement in a Make files for a build-
ing error. Compared with these research efforts which mainly focus on detecting build
errors, AutoBuilder is developed for a different purpose (i.e., our goal is automatic
building instead of detecting build errors), so it contains other technical components
such as duplicate class resolution and missing dependency resolution. Also, Auto-
Builder performs a lighter-weight analysis that extracts only necessary information,
and our analysis is designed for Ant and Maven building configuration files instead of
Make files. Actually, we expect that AutoBuilder can be enhanced by applying and
adapting some of existing analysis on building configuration files mentioned above.

Most recently, Gligoric et al. [25] proposed an approach to automate the migra-
tion of various building configuration files to CloudMake configuration files based on
building execution with system-level instrumentation. The major differences between
their work and our work are: 1) we try to automatically build projects instead of mi-
grating build configuration files; and therefore 2) their approach assumes the existence
and correct execution of the original build configuration, while our approach mainly
handles the cases when the building configuration files are not working or do not exist
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at all. Actually, this work provides an interesting technique for us to improve our work
on various building configuration files with instrumentation.

On the study of building errors, Hyunmin et al. [52] carried out an empirical study
to categorize build errors at Google. Their study shows that missing types and in-
compatibility are the most common type of build errors, which are consistent with our
findings. However, they also find many semantic or syntactical errors, which are very
rare in our study. This is reasonable, because their study focused on the build errors
in the original environments, while our study focuses on the build errors due to envi-
ronment changes. Also, since our projects are committed versions in the repository,
with support of current IDEs, they are more likely to be built successfully in original
environment, and have fewer code related errors.

7 Conclusion
To apply object-code analysis to software projects in open software repositories, it is
necessary to have the projects built. In this paper, we present a framework, called
AutoBuilder, that automatically builds Java projects from open software repositories.
In particular, AutoBuilder supports the automatic detection of proper configuration
files and targets, the resolution of conflict sources classes, missing dependencies, as
well as incompatibilities. Our empirical evaluation shows that AutoBuilder achieves
significant improvement than the baseline technique. In the future, we plan to extend
our work in the following four aspects.

First of all, we plan to carry out experiments on a larger number of Java projects,
and more historical versions of Java projects. We believe that, it is also important to
have a repository of already built software projects (i.e., the outcome of AutoBuilder)
for researchers to fetch directly, so we plan to construct such a repository in near future.

Second, we plan to carry out a more thorough study on the projects built by Au-
toBuilder to understand to what extent and how they are different from developers’
intention.

Third, in Section 4.2.3, we identified a number of major building failures that Au-
toBuilder is not able to handle. We plan to develop techniques to resolve some of these
failures in future. In particular, we believe that more sophisticated analysis on config-
uration files, as well as mining of readme files may provide richer and more precise
information to guide the building process. Also, for historical project versions, we may
consider using the dependency-Jar-file releases that are before or around the time of the
project versions. Moreover, we may explore possibilities of using Mechanical Turk [9]
for projects that are difficult to be built fully automatically (though it may be very diffi-
cult and expensive to find people with qualified software expertise to solve the building
problems).
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